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PRENILPOTENT SPACES.
By E. DRORand W. G. DWYER.

Introduction. Nilpotent spaces, as introduced in [3], have proven to be as
easy to handle as simply connected spaces. Being much more general than the
latter, they seem to provide the correct conceptual framework which was
earlier assigned to simply connected spaces. Adams, Kan, Curtis and Bousfield,
along with many other people, have investigated the relation between the
homology groups, and operation thereon, and the homotopy type. For nilpotent
spaces this relation is expressed by the existence of a stable and unstable Adams
spectral sequence [2]. However, for general nonnilpotent spaces very little is
known about the relation between homotopy and homology. The problems here
are not only computational, since there are many different homotopy types
which have the same homology groups and operations thereon.
We have indicated a general direction of analysis in the work on acyclic
spaces and homology spheres [4,5]. In the course of the attempt to generalize
that work to more complicated spaces, like knot complements, it became clear
that one has to solve the following general problem.
Characterize all spaces X for which there is a map f: X--N such that:
(i) the induced map H*( f, Z): H*(X, Z)->H*(N, Z) is an isomorphism;
(ii) the space N is nilpotent.
Such spaces will be called prenilpotent.
It is the aim of the present paper to solve this problem for spaces with
finite number of cells in each dimension. Some applications will be given in a
forthcoming paper on homology circles and knot complements. [10]
Organization of the Paper. Some basic, mostly algebraic, definitions and
results are given in the first section. These will allow us to state there our main
result. In Section 2 we give some examples and indicate some applications
for the main result. The proof is given in Section 3. By Hk we always mean
Hk( , Z).
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1. The Main Theorem.
1.1. Preliminaries. Let 7 be a group-in practice the fundamental
group-and let G be a 7-group, i.e., a group with 7-action 4: 7->aut G. If
By F2G we mean (compare [3]) the
GC7 we always take 4(x) g= xgx'-.
normal 7-subgroup of G generated by all elements of the form (4(x)g) g-',
where x E7 and g E G. Inductively we define F G = F2(rn -G). A 77-groupG
is called nilpotent if for some r one has FrG=O; it is called (77)-perfect if
F2G= G. A 7-subgroup generated by a collection of 7-perfect subgroups is
itself 7-perfect. Therefore one can define for every G a functorial subgroup FG
to be the 7-subgroup generated by all 7-perfect subgroup of G. Thus FG is the
maximal (largest) r-perfect subgroup of G.
In what follows X denotes a connected locally finite space, i.e., one with
finitely many cells in each dimension. The fundamental group 7 = 771Xacts
naturally on 77 X and on the homology of any covering space X of X. Thus
F7T1Xand FHA(X) are functors on spaces which yield certain perfect 7-groups.
Let Xr denote the cover of X which corresponds to the subgroup F771X.Our
main result reads:
THEOREM

1. A connected locally finite space is prenilpotent if and only if

(1) 7T,X/F7,X is nilpotent, and
(2) HiXr/rHiXr is nilpotent for all i >0.
In the proof of Theorem 1 we will need two algebraic results.
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be a noetherian ring and v a finitely generated
nilpotent group. Then the group ring R (v,) is also noetherian.
PROPOSITION 2. Let iv be as in Proposition 1 and M a finitely generated
module over the integral group ring Z (v). If M is v-perfect then H*(v,M)>0.

Proofs. For Proposition 1 see [8, 9]. Proposition 2 is the main result of [7].
2. Remarks and Examples.
Definition 1. It is reasonable to call a T-group G for which G/CG is
7-nilpotent a prenilpotent T-group.For such a group the nilpotent completion
lim *- G/ CsGis a nilpotent group, as we shall see presently.
Definition 2. The topological analog to a prenilpotent group is a space
whose nilpotent completion [2] is nilpotent. Or, equivalently, as we shall
presently see, a space for which there is a map X->N into a nilpotent space N,
which induces isomorphism on homology. Thus we call such a space a
prenilpotent space.
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With Definitions 1 and 2 our main Theorem 1 takes the form:
THEOREM 2. A locally finite space X is prenilpotent if and only if both
and
H*(Xi) are prenilpotent.
VrIX

2.1. Theorem 2 is the analog of the following theorem [2]:
A space X is nilpotent if and only if both g,X and H*(X) are nilpotent.
Here X denotes the universal cover of X.
2.2. Let us clarify the notions of nilpotent, perfect and prenilpotent with
some examples. First, note that if P is a perfect 7-group and N is v-nilpotent
then any n-map P->N is the zero map. This is so because this map factors
through P/FjP->N/FjN
where the target is isomorphic to N for big enough i
and the range is always zero.
PROPOSITION.

A T-groupG is prenilpotent if and only if for some r >O

FGG=rrG or, equivalently,

"r+ IG =

1r G.

Proof. Since G/FrG is nilpotent one side is clear. If, on the other hand, G
is prenilpotent, i.e., G/FG is nilpotent, then G/FG is a quotient of G/FSG for
s big enough. Thus F G CFG and, therefore, F,G=FG. In that case F,G is
perfect and is equal to T, +IG. If they are equal then again F G CFG and,
therefore, F, G= FG-since PG C FsG for all s.
Example 1. Every finite G is prenilpotent. This is immediate from 2.2
since if G is finite it has a finite number of subgroups and therefore F,+ IG
=FIG for some 1.
2.3. The Nilpotent Quotients Lemma. Let us restate this lemma which
is at the root of the relation between homology and nilpotency (see [3]).
Let f: A->A' be a map of zr-modules.If Ho(rjf) is bijective and Hl(Qr,f)is
sur/ective then f/Fr7:A/FrA-,A'/FrA'
is an isomorphism.
2.4. The Bousfield-Kan Spectral Sequence. The Bousfield-Kan completion tower for X, (RnX) arose out of their attempt to understand the general
unstable Adams spectral sequence, which for nilpotent spaces goes from
H*(X,R) to the R-homotopy of X (see [2]). It is natural to ask under what
condition does the spectral sequence, which is always defined, converge
strongly and to what. Theorem 1 provides the following answer.
THEOREM.
Let X be a locally finite space and let Eprq(X) be the integral
Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence [2]. Then the following statements are equivalent.
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(1) Epr(X)
lim*- Z8X.

converges strongly to the homotopy groups of Z,X

-

s

(2) ZOOX
is nilpotent and X-Z.X
homology isomorphism.
(3) Conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is proven in [2]. Assume (2), then X
is by definition prenilpotent. Thus by Theorem 1, statement (3) holds. Assume
now (3); i.e., X is prenilpotent.
Let X->N be homology isomorphism to a nilpotent space N. Then ZOOX->
Z,ON is an equivalence. But N-Z N; in other words, (2) holds.
3.

Proof of the Main Theorem.

Pro-objects.
In order to proceed with the proof let us recall certain ideas concerning
the Bousfield-Kan, Z-completion tower. In [2] Bousfield-Kan associated to
every space a functorial tower
(4 S ),
V6 O

?ZXZS-_ 1

*

0X=Z

where ZX is the free abelian space generated by X. For every s the space Z8X is
a nilpotent space. The tower as a whole is a sort of "best nilpotent approximation" of X. Formally, one may say that (Z8X), is the pronilpotents completion
of X in the sense of Artin-Mazur [1].
We will regard the tower (Z8X), as a prospace, i.e., an object in the
category defined by Artin-Mazur. The reader is referred to [6] as well as to
[2], [7] for the basic facts about that category. In what follows, we will try to
explicitly state every needed property of that category. The reason we have to
get into that category of pro-object is that the principle property of the tower
(Z,X), is most conveniently formulated in terms of proisomorphism. That
property is Corollary 3.1 of [6]. For the ring of integers it reads as follows.
THEOREM

3.

For every space X and every k > 0, the natural map

ik: HkX

{HkZSX} s>O is a proisomorphismof progroups.
Proof. See [6].
Remark. To say that ik is a proisomorphismis to say, in that case, that for
every k there exists an integer N such that for every s > N the group HkZ,X is
(naturally) isomorphic to HkX eDJ and (Js)s is a trivial (zero) progroup. A
progroup {GJ}is trivial iff for every s there exist s' > s so that the map G,,- G
is the zero map.
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Thus Theorem 3 guarantees that every space whatsoever can be mapped
by a homology isomorphism to a tower of nilpotent space. Our proof will show
that under the condition of Theorem 1 that tower can be replaced by a single
nilpotent space which is "equivalent" to the whole tower.
We can conclude this introduction to the proof by two useful lemmas
about pro-objects.
LEMMA 1. Let (X8)8be a tower of spaces. Assume that for each n, the
tower of groups (7.X,), (n-fixed) is proisomorphicto some fixed group Tn. Then
the tower {Xs}) is weakly equivalent to some fixed space X; i.e., for every k the
Postnikov pieces { PkX, } s and PkX are proequivalent.

Proof. Lemma 1 is proved very simply by the techniques of [1].
... No} is a tower of nilpotent groups (or
1N
{...
Ns ---M
LEMMA 2.
'-groups). If (N,), is perfect in the tower sense, i.e., if the tower (N /N2Ns) is
protrivial, then (N,) itself is proisomorphic to zero.

0 one gets that (2N-)s-(N ), is a proisoProof. Since (N,/F2M)s
morphism. Further it follows from the 5-lemma for progroups [2] that for every
1 > 2 (Nj,/F,Ns) is a protrivial tower. Now given an s we show that there exists
an s' > s such that the map Ns, -N, is the zero map. Let k be an integer with
rkNS = 0. Since the tower (NS/rJkNS)S is protrivial there exists an s' so that
NS /FkN,'-*NS/FkNS is zero. It followsthat the map Ns,-*Ns/FkNs= NS is also
zero.
3.1. Proof of the Necessity in Theorem 1. Assume that we have a map
b: X->N from X to a nilpotent space N such that H*b is an isomorphism. We
use the diagram of fibrations
N

xr

11

1

X

-*

N

K(v,1)

-

K(v,1)

in which v = 71X/P7T1X,observing that v must be nilpotent since 71X/FrViXZ
by Stallings theorem (see [3]), and F7171N=0 for some I gives
771X=, 771Xand v= 711/FIX ( = s1X/F1I7T1X).Hence, in fact, 71N=v. Now

7TiX/Fr'7TN
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we must establish some finiteness condition which will allow us to use Proposition 2.
3.2. The group HnXr are all finitely generated as modules over the
integral group ring Z (v).

The chain complex Cn(Xr, Z) is certainly finitely generated as module over
Z (v) since X has only finitely many cells in each dimension. The differential
d:Cn(Xkr)-*Cn(Xr) being a Z (v)-map, Hn(C*)=HjXr appears as a subquotient of a finitely generated module over the ring Z (v), which is, by
Proposition 1, noetherian. Therefore HnC* is finitely generated over Z (v). We
must show that HjXr is prenilpotent, or equivalently, that HjXr/FHnX is
nilpotent. We will show that, in fact, one has an isomorphism of v-modules
H1Xr/lH,Xr-->HN. This is proven by induction. Being true for j=0, assume
the above isomorphism for j < n. Taking the long exact sequence of coefficients

--->Hr(P, FH,Xr)--)>Hr(v,H,Xr)-Hr(v,H,Xrl/FHXr)--

one gets that the maps on the right are all isomorphisms since, from claim 3.2
above, FHjXF is finitely generated, and therefore, by Proposition 2, the groups
on the left are all isomorphic to zero. This means that one has Hr(v,HjXFr)>
Hr(V,HiN) for 0 r < ox and 0 < j < n. Now one uses the comparison theorem
for the Serre spectral sequence of the fibration diagram above. Since H* b is an
isomorphism we get

Ho(V,HlX )-Ho (v,Hnl
H1 (v,HjXF ) -H1 (v,Hn]N) is onto.
Using the nilpotent quotients lemma 2.3 we get that for every r the isomorphism
Hn XF /JrrHn XFHnN/rrHnN.

Now, HrN is a nilpotent v-module since p: N-K (v, 1) is a nilpotent fibration.
Thus for r big enough the quotient module on the right is isomorphic to HnN,
and thus for such r the submodule FrHnXJis perfect. Hence HjX is prenilpotent and the induction assumption holds for n.
3.3.

Proof Sufficiency in Theorem 1. Our proof will relate to the
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following diagram:
F=

XI

-

X

-

(ZsX)8

-

K (v, 1)

(Fs)s
b

PsI

p1

K (v, 1)

where v is the nilpotent group q7X/J'F7X, F= Xf is the fibre of the canonical
map p. The map (p.)8 comes from the map Z,(p):(Z8X),-*Z8K(v,1) by
replacing Z8K(vl, 1) by K (v, 1) since it is a nilpotent space with one nonvanishing homotopy group, and thus K (v, 1)--ZsK (v, 1) is a proequivalence and has a
homotopy inverse. For every s one takes F8 to be the (homotopy) fibre of PS.
Now since vi is prenilpotent, every p8 induces surjective map on 7T, and thus for
all s, the fibre F. is connected. Therefore, p8 for all s is a nilpotent fibration; i.e.,
v acts nilpotentely on HiF. for all i > 0 [ 2 ]. Thus the map H*b sends FH.F to
zero by Remark 2.2 (ii), and b induces a well defined map

HnFs

Hnb: HnF/FHnF

HFs-,

of HnF/FH.F to the tower (HnFs)s.The central step of the proof is to show the
claim: The map H,,b is a proisomorphism.
The claim means, in particular, that (HnF>), is proisomorphic to a fixed
group which will imply that (7nF8)8 is, too.
Proof of Claim. The proof goes by induction on n, and the rest on the
comparison theorem for first quadrant spectral sequences with proisomorphic
Epq-term.See [2].
The claim certainly holds for n=0. Assume that H,b is a proisomorphism
for all j< n. One has the exact sequence of v-modules O-*JHjF--->HF---->HF/
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FHFF->Owhich gives a long exact sequence.
...

HI (v,FIH-F)--H1 (v,H1F)->H

(v,H1F/FHiF)--->HI

(v,FHiF)

We have shown above that the modules HLFare finitely generated over the
group ring Z (v). Since this group ring is noetherian, the submodules FHjF are
also finitely generated and thus one can apply Lemma 1.2 and get that the term
HI(v, HiF)H-0 for all 1 and all j. Combining the long exact sequence with the
induction assumption one gets the proisomorphism
HI (v,HiF)-(H

(v,H,Fs ))s

for all 1 > 0 and 0 < j < n. It follows then from the comparison theorem for the
Senne prospectral sequences of the fibrations p and (p5)5 that
Ho(v,HnF)->(HO(v,HnFs))s isbijective and
H1 (v,HnF)- >(H1(v,HnFs))s is onto.
Using lemma 2.3 for the progroup case one gets that for every r > 2 one has a
proisomorphism
HnF/rFHnF*(HnFs/rFHnFs

)s

By assumption, for I big enough F,HnF= FHnF. Therefore (FI7 1HnFs)slF
(FJHnFs)sis a perfect as a progroup over v. But we saw that ps is nilpotent and
thus FJHnFs is nilpotent for every s, and hence by Lemma 2 the tower
(FjHnFs). is protrivial. Taking r = I one gets that bn is a proisomorphism.This
completes the proof of the claim.
Next we note that by Lemma 2 (v1F,)S is protrivial.
It is a tower of nilpotent groups which is perfect in the prosense because
since v,F=Fv,X
is a perfect v(7lFsr2'7lFs)s=
(HlFs)stH,F/H,Ft0
group. We therefore can assume that F. is simply connected for all s. The proof
of the sufficiency of the conditions in Theorem 1 is now concluded by the
observation that if (F.). is a tower of simply connected space such that for all
n >0 (HnFs). is proisomorphicto some fixed group hn, then so is the tower vnFs.
One assumes by induction that for all j < n, (?,Fs). are, in fact, proisomorphic to
some fixed groups v,. It follows from Lemma 1 that the tower of (n-1)Postnikov section (Pn_-Fs)s is proequivalent to a fixed space Bn-. Now one
looks at the fibration
(Fs )S-<F5 )s->Bn1
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in which Fs are all (n - 1)-connected. There is an exact sequence of homology
(H +iFs

hn+1

>

1
Hn+ B_
(B7TFs

H +Bn
Hn

-

0

)s

Hn +1Bn-0/hn+

?

Thus one gets from the five lemmas the inductive assumption for n. Therefore,
for all j the progroups (vF,),, and thus (Q7TX,),,
are isomorphic to some fixed
groups. By Lemma 2.1 (X.), is weakly proequivalent to a fixed space X. By [2],
X must be nilpotent. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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